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SOSC 13200: Social Science Inquiry - 2
Section 3 - Winter 2017
Instructor(s): Perez, Lauren 
Number Enrolled: 17 
Number of Responses: 13

Evaluation Comments

What were the instructor's strengths? Weaknesses?

Professor Perez presented the material well. The topics were addressed in a logical order, and there was helpful accompanying examples that used statistical software. Her familiarity
with Stata meant that Professor Perez was able to answer any questions that we may have had.

The instructor's strength is that she was able to teach how to statistically analyze data using Stata at a very advanced level through limited time. In other words, her lectures and power
points were very clear and effective to help students understand concepts. No weakness to mention.

Perez was definitely very knowledgeable on the subjects and never failed to answer a question. However, a lot of times the information presented seemed beyond the scope of a class
which has no statistics prerequisites.

Professor Perez was extremely knowledgable and her ability to bring her own experience into the course was engaging. However, she made the class far too hard and travelled through
the statistical curriculum at far too rapid of a rate.

Professor Perez was very adept at controlling the pace of the class and making sure we were prepared for our problem sets.

Prof. Perez is very helpful and makes the concepts accessible to us. She's really helpful inside and outside of class and I feel that I've learned a lot about statistics and social science
research - it's definitely not easy but she explains it well.

Good at covering everything we need for assignments and projects. Always gave good answers to questions. One aspect that could be improved would be presentation, since sitting
and listening to the PowerPoints got boring very quickly.

She's friendly, warm, empathetic, practical. She's smart and organized. The problem wasn't her teaching it was the curriculum. She explained concepts that take two or three quarters to
learn in one quarter and just no one was getting it. I had to basically teach it all to my group mates when we did psets together and it was annoying and a waste of time.

It's hard to spice statistics up, but I usually felt clear on them & Stata

Her lectures were exceptionally dry and homeworks often included things that were not mentioned in lectures. The main problem overall was that we covered a lot of statistics topics
very quickly and if you didn't have a strong background in statistics you would be left behind.

Clear instruction, very knowledgeable, organized and readily made materials available. Sometimes homework assignments varied a bit too widely in difficulty/time needed to complete
them however.

What were the teaching assistant's or writing intern's strengths? Weaknesses?

N/A

N/A

N/A, there was no TA or writing intern.

No teaching assistant or writing intern.

N/A

N/A

n/a

What, if anything, what would you change about this course and why?

I would prefer the course be taught at a higher level with respect to its treatment of mathematical ideas. Winter quarter, which is essentially a statistics course already, acknowledges the
mathematical foundation of the statistics only occasionally, and even then without motivating its inclusion. This omission hurts understanding by preventing the formation of a strong
basis or framework for the statistical ideas in their application to the social sciences. This treatment often leaves out significant ideas in order to avoid going deeper into mathematics.
For example, power, an important concept related to Type II errors, was not mentioned explicitly and was barely alluded to within the course.

Nothing to be changed. I really loved taking this class and will definitely recommend this class for students who want to learn how to statistically analyze data at a level that can be used
for research.

Students should be warned that it is a course which will involve statistics and computer programming. I felt very overwhelmed going into this quarter; I felt I was completely unprepared
and uninformed about the nature of the class.

I would change the amount of problem sets to a much smaller amount and difficulty as well as emphasize the readings of the course to a higher degree.

The problem sets were very long.

Not much to change, the material was all useful, programming assignments were fine. Just presentation.
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The curriculum needs to be redone. Slower pace and it would have been a good.

n/a

Perhaps a few more discussion focused classes as opposed to mostly lecture style classes.

Is there any topic in this course that you wished you had had previous background in?

I had sufficient background to understand the topics covered.

I believe it would have been helpful if I had previous background in statistics. However, Professor Perez taught it in a way that hard statistical concepts can also be understood through
her classes. Although some of the readings were hard to understand, most of the time we could understand the ideas in the texts through her lectures and power points.

STATISTICS AND COMPUTER STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

I wish I had previous background in Stata and statistics. The course level of difficulty was extreme and progressed at a rapid rate, and seemed to expect prerequisite knowledge of
statistics.

I wish I had previous background in multivariate regressions.

Stata

None

I was fine. My group mates were not. I've taken 3 other courses that gave me background for this and was well prepared. But it didn't list prereqs! My groupmates were baffled most of
the time.

I that I had experience with Stata before taking the course. At first learning was difficult, it would have been nice to have more classtime on Stata as opposed to the other lecture topics,
which were more straightforward.

Statistics

Stata

Which texts were most useful?

We did not have specific texts.

Lane

The David Lane PDF book was extremely useful.

Lane was very useful.

None

I didn't read anything. I winged the whole thing and got 90s because I've actually taken real courses in this. I tried reading the text and it was horrible. Old and confusing. I just went back
and used lecture notes from the previous classes if I got confused. If this was my first time seeing this I probably would have gotten horrible grades because I learned nothing from the
class itself.

n/a

The powerpooints

Which least?

The non-textbook readings posted on Chalk were not helpful.

I didn't feel like any of the other readings were not useful.

The texts were extremely unnecessary, since the PowerPoints provided all the material.

n/a

The online textbook

How productive was class discussion?

Class discussions really helped students better understand the concepts taught in class. Moreover, Professor Perez frequently asked questions during class discussions that checked if
the students really understood the concepts or not.

Second quarter the class was not really discussion-based, just lecture.

The class discussion was somewhat productive but was often only engaged in by about 10 percent of the class.

Class discussions consisted of lecture, so it was very productive.

Not much discussion this quarter, mostly questions on statistics.

No discussion. It was basically her talking all the time

It was mostly lecture-y this quarter

It wasnt

How has this course contributed to your education?
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This course has strongly helped me statistically analyze data through Stata that I am using these skills in my research jobs.

I learned a lot about statistical analysis and what constitutes a good research test

This course has given me immense skills in statistics, which far surpass even other solely statistical classes here on campus. Additionally, it has allowed me to learn and use Stata
software to a very advanced degree.

It has reinforced my background in statistics and given me context on how to apply statistics with a study or research question in mind.

Taught me a lot of basic statistics, and how they are applied to the social sciences. Very practical, useful course.

Taught me the difference between teaching material and reviewing material. This was a review.

Learning stata and more statistics was pretty cool.

Why did you take this course?

Core requirement 13 / 100%

Instructor Reputation 1 / 8%

Faculty member recommended it 1 / 8%

Concentration Requirement 0 / 0%

Meets at a convenient time 1 / 8%

A student recommended it 0 / 0%

Topic interests me 4 / 31%

Concentration elective 0 / 0%

In summary, I had a strong desire to take this course

Strongly Agree 1 / 8%

Agree 5 / 39%

Neutral 5 / 39%

Disagree 0 / 0%

Strongly Disagree 1 / 8%

How many hours per week did you spend on this course?

Low Answer 4

Average Answer 7.7

High Answer 15

What proportion of classes did you attend?

All 11 / 85%

75% 2 / 15%

50% 0 / 0%

25% 0 / 0%

None 0 / 0%
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Were the time demands of this course reasonable?

Yes 11 / 85%

No 1 / 8%

The Instructor

  N/A Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

Organized the course clearly. 0% 0% 0% 15% 31% 54%

Presented clear lectures. 0% 8% 0% 15% 39% 39%

Held my attention and made this
course interesting.

0% 15% 15% 31% 23% 15%

Stimulated and facilitated questions
and discussions.

0% 8% 15% 39% 23% 15%

Responded well to student questions. 0% 0% 8% 0% 31% 62%

Was available outside of class. 0% 0% 8% 0% 23% 69%

Was helpful during office hours. 15% 0% 8% 0% 15% 62%

Motivated independent thinking. 0% 0% 15% 15% 31% 39%

The Readings

  N/A Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

Fulfilled the objective of the course. 0% 8% 8% 23% 23% 39%

Were reasonable in number. 0% 0% 8% 8% 39% 46%

Were appropriately difficult. 0% 8% 15% 23% 15% 39%

Approximately how much of the reading did you do?

  N/A None 25% 50% 75% 100%

0% 8% 0% 0% 8% 31%

The Assignments

  N/A Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

How helpful were the lectures and
discussions in preparing for exams and
completing assignments?

0% 15% 8% 8% 46% 23%

How appropriately were the
requirements of the course
proportioned to course goals?

0% 23% 0% 8% 46% 23%

How well did the requirements
contribute to the goals of the course?

0% 15% 8% 8% 46% 23%
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How timely and useful was feedback
on assignments and exams?

0% 0% 0% 23% 39% 39%

How fairly were the assignments
graded?

0% 0% 0% 23% 31% 46%

Overall

  N/A Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

This course met my expectations. 0% 0% 23% 0% 62% 15%

This course provided me with new
insight and knowledge.

0% 0% 8% 15% 46% 31%

This course provided me with useful
skills.

0% 0% 8% 0% 54% 39%

The content of this course was
presented at an appropriate level.

0% 23% 15% 15% 31% 15%

I put my best effort into this course. 0% 0% 8% 15% 39% 39%

The class had a high level of
morale/enthusiasm.

0% 8% 15% 46% 23% 8%

The Teaching Assistant(s)

  N/A Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

Were available outside of class. 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Were helpful with assignments. 92% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Discussion Sections, Problem Sessions, Writing Tutorials

  N/A Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

Were well coordinated with this course
and contributed to it. 85% 0% 0% 0% 8% 8%

Provided well-designed materials. 85% 0% 0% 0% 8% 8%

 


